DYVERSE represents a fresh perspective within the theory of hybrid systems and complex dynamical systems, and provides new insights into the modeling, analysis and control of systems with discontinuous and complex behaviours.

DYVERSE is a computational dynamical framework for hybrid systems, but what is a hybrid system? The term itself is confusing and broad, and can be used for any system consisting of elements of a different nature. From the dynamical viewpoint, a hybrid dynamical system integrates continuous-type and discrete-type event dynamics. DYVERSE should be understood as a catalyst of formal computational tools, dynamical systems and theory and control methodologies - which in turn gives rise to novel models, behaviour analysis tools and control schemes.

In this talk, we will explore how all these theories can be combined and applied to a wide range of applications: from engineering to neuroscience. I will sum up some of my recent results in the new field that I have defined as hybrid systems neuroscience.
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